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In this research paper, the measurement of robbery, robbery-homicides, victimization and its consequences, as well as
types of robbery and robbers, are .

Finally, in terms of the geographic location of robberies, they are events that tend to be concentrated in poorer
urban neighborhoods. Robbery Types Scholarly work has generated a sense that robberies are not a unitary
event but encompass a great variety of subtypes. Petrosino and Brensilber interviewed 28 incarcerated
convenience store robbers in Massachusetts, and they indicated a much lower level of planning with 13
robbers reporting no planning, 12 reporting 5 minutes to 4 hours of planning, and only 3 reporting a week or
more of planning. Convenience Stores One setting of particular interest for robbery and its consequences is the
convenience store. Furthermore, in several of these nations, the trends in the survey measure look quite
different than the trends in the recorded measure. Power depends on the weapon used by the robber; a gun, by
creating a lethal threat at a distance, is most powerful, enough for a single robber to control several victims at
once. Explaining Robbery X. Nevertheless, each contributes valuable information to the understanding of
robbery. These types of events have some differences in terms of the contours of the personal victimizations.
The UCR tracked a decline from recorded robberies per , U. Explaining Robbery Understanding robbery
patterns and the motivations of robbers through a single theory is unlikely to be fruitful, as the phenomenon
operates on many levels and involves many questions. Robbery and Weapon Choices Surveys of inmates
indicate that more lethal weaponry, such as guns compared with knives or no weapon at all, are preferred tools
for completing robberies. Robbing drug dealers is a lucrative, if dangerous approach to robbery. Similarly,
differential association is essentially a learning theory that argues that humans learn their behaviors, even
criminal ones. Reducing the overall robbery rate is not the only goal â€” a second public goal is harm
reduction. Some of the pronounced patterns in robbery are just what we would expect if robbers were rational
actors seeking a quick score by gaining physical power or control over the victim. Since commercial robbery
is likely to have a higher level of reporting, this does not translate into a large knowledge gap regarding the
extent of this particular type of robbery. The difference in numbers most likely stems from the minimal
coverage of the United States by NIBRS data, which are based on crime data reported by a fraction of police
agencies, as compared with the more exhaustive data collection on incidents in the BCS data source. Evidence
from security researchers and criminologists points to the fact that, indeed, increasing surveillance around a
business reduces the opportunity for surprise, and decreasing the money in the till decreases the reward and
thus reduces the risk of robbery. The outcomes of this crime, from reporting to authorities to clearing the
crime by an arrest, are highly dependent upon the nature of the targeted victim. Victims of gun robbery are
less likely to resist than those confronted with other weapons. With regard to traits such as low self-control, it
is argued that a trait established in childhood, that could be considered similar to impulsiveness, is linked to
offending when combined with opportunities. This analysis of the payoff to robbery technique can be used to
compute the value of using a gun as opposed to, say, a knife. The NCVS is a survey composed of a nationally
representative sample of respondents who are asked directly about types of victimizations they may have
suffered. In the NCVS sample of noncommercial robberies, about one-third of victims attempted to forcefully
resist. Similarly, a street robbery that features a gun will likely provoke different responses from a victim
compared to one that features a perpetrator with no convincing means of making a lethal threat. Second, such
individuals are not likely to be accurately represented in the NCVS panel sample. In the context of this theory,
the gun represents overwhelming coercive power and reduces the need to do more than verbalize the
threatening potential to gain compliance from the victim. One organizing principle for such interventions is to
make guns a liability to urban youths and criminals by patrolling against illicit carrying, offering rewards for
information on illegal guns, and giving priority to prosecution and sentencing of gun robberies. Private
security against robbery and other crimes is a rapidly growing industry, and there are now as many private
guards as there are sworn police officers Cook and MacDonald  Blacks are similarly overrepresented with
regard to victimization in robbery and as perpetrators, although there has been a dramatic decrease in terms of
victimization and somewhat of a decrease in terms of offending since the s. Thus, the extent of robbery of drug
dealers is not known from typical data sources. Such associations between stranger and nonstranger and
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locations make sense in the context of opportunities.


